
Mr. Shrey

www.MoneyDhan.com @REALmoneydhan

In Sept 2020 Mr. Shrey joined us. He funded his Motilal Oswal
Demat account with 5 lakhs capital.

Today after one and a half years later, his equity returns are
59,000 [52,000 profit in equities + 7,000 as dividends]
contributing to around 12% returns on total investment. 
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MoneyDhan 
is a SEBI Reg investment advisor 

with a unique offering.

Our distinctive product of derivatives gave a booster of
additional rs 46,000 returns. 

Extra 9% returns on his capital of the same 5 lakh. In our
strategy, we do far Out of the Money call options writing.
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Let us explain with a real-world example, 
Imagine Gold Gave 59,000 Profit.

That gold was pledged to a bank. Which gave you the loan at
zero interest cost.

Using this loan amount, what if you earn 46,000 from
derivatives?

This profit from Futures And Options is your additional income.
Net gold gives (59k) returns on 5 lakh + FNO (46k) gave returns
on borrowed 5 lakh, thanks to zero cost of interest. Double
income on the same capital. 3/15



Instead of gold, it's equity here (12%).

Instead of a bank, it's a broker here.

The loan is known as margin against collateral.

Extra income from FNO is a 9% alpha bonus!

Net returns is 21% ( 12% normal equity + 9% Alpha F&O)

Mr. Shrey has a full right to take advantage of derivatives
markets as a Demat account owner. Portfolio Management
Services(PMS) or Mutual Funds (MF) are restricted to enter into
FNO as per SEBI. 
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As SEBI Registered Investment Advisor, we(Moneydhan) can
advise our client via Email for the derivatives (Futures &
Options) segment. Then the client gets it executed by his broker
(Motilal Oswal).

We possess This double edge over other traditional products.
Even if stocks perform poorly in the coming year, we have the
confidence to compensate for this performance with derivatives
profit.

We believe these stagnant years like 2022 are giving us a
bargain price to accumulate good stocks in your portfolio.
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We don't touch your money. 

It stays in your Demat account, we just email. 

We Raise an invoice once a year. 

You pay us from your bank account.

If you hire us at this time, we know we can give an edge to your
investments. There is no minimum level of investment. A college
student with 10k from his savings is also welcome. 
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We don't touch your capital, no need to trust us.

We ask for a 10% profit share. You will pay 10
thousand only if you see 1 lakh profit, that too
after a year. (A fair business model).
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www.MoneyDhan.com
Professional SEBI Registered Investment Advisors

WhatsApp us
http://wa.link/p3d57p

Or
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